
In each of the activities below, the key is to get the child to practice speaking with confidence. 
Start by calling out the words and have the child repeat. As the child builds confidence, put them 
in charge and let them direct the activity. Using movement and touch as part of learning will 
activate different parts of the learning brain and help them better retain this information. 
Consistency and repetition are key as well. Try for 10 minutes a day at least. 

 
MATCH: 
Play the matching game. Have the child match the card to the object, asking them 
to name the object. 

Animals: Use a stuffed animal or animal toys and have the child match the card to the toy. 

Colors: Play the matching game with colors and objects. For example, use LEGO® blocks 
and ask the kids to match the card to the right color.

Numbers: Play the matching game with numbers and objects. For example, use 
LEGO® blocks blocks and 1 - 10 down and ask the kids to match the card to the right number 
of blocks.  

Body Parts:  Use a doll, an outline of a body or even another adult. Place the cards in the 
correct positions.  

FIX IT: 
A variation of the Match game. Place the cards in the wrong order (for example, when 
working on numbers, place the #2 card in front of 4 objects) and have the child correct 
the order.

SIMON SAYS/ Simon “solaran”: 
Call out instructions to kids featuring the word card in the Simon says format. 
Here are examples in Tamil:

Animals: Simon Solaran “nai sattam pana” (bark like a dog). 

Colors: Simon Solaran “Sehvuhpuh chattaiya thodu” (touch the red shirt).

Numbers: Simon Solaran “Munna veral katta” (show three fingers).  

Body Parts: Simon Solaran “Kalvehrul thoda” (touch your toes). 
This is a great game with the body parts deck.

RUN: 
Lay the cards on the floor, in various places around the room. Make it challenging, like 
an obstacle course. Call out the word and have the child run to the card. As they become
more proficient, have the child call out the words. This game not just helps them learn 
the words through movement, but will help them with their memory. 

Kids learn 
best through play!



ACT IT OUT:
Animals: This can work 2 ways. Act like the animal yourself and have the 
child guess what you are. OR, ask the child to “roar like a singham” (roar 
like a lion)

Body Parts:  Make movements and have the kids guess the part. This 
would be pretty simple - sneezing? Its your nose! Running? Its your legs. 

SING: 
Sing a song to help them build memory and practice speaking. You can 
use popular nursery rhymes and switch out the English words for the vocabulary. 
For example, you can sing „Old MacDonald had a farm“ to teach animals or sing
the “Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes” song and simply substitute the body parts. 
You can find more ideas for songs on our website. 

FILL IN THE BLANK: 

Animals: A _____ barks. 

Colors: The sky is_____. 

Numbers: My hands have_____ fingers each. 

Body Parts: I see with my _____.

FIND: 
Run around the house and point out every item that has that vocabulary
word. You can find colors, numbers (digital clocks, calendars), body parts and 
animals (think about books, photos on display, artwork, toys). You can set a timer 
and create an obstacle course. See how many items they can find and challenge 
them to do more each time. You can do this per category or do them all at once.

Have fun! The goal is to get them speaking often, build confidence, and continually hear
the “correct” pronunciation. Check out our website www.bhashakids.com for links to 
more fun activities.  

Kids learn best through play!


